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Using a suitable P ctre functional that weighs ditTercntly the behaviour of the 
function i the middle of the interval and near the endpoints, we obtain estimates of 
the Jackson type on the rate of monotone polynomial approximation to a 
monotone continuous function. These estimates involve the second modulus of 
smoothness related tothe Peetre functional. Then we apply these stimates toget 
estimates on the degree of comonotone polynomial pproximation of a piecewise 
monotone function a d on the degree of copositive polynomial pproximation of a
continuous function that changes ign Cnitely often in the interval. 1’1988 Academtc 
Prcu. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Jackson type estimates for the approximation fmontone functions 
f E Ck[ - 1, 1 ] by monotone polynomials have been known for more than 
a decade. These estimates are due to Lorentz and Zeller [IO] for k = 0, to 
Lorentz [9] for k = 1, and to DeVore [2] for k > 2, and can be sum- 
marized as follows. For each k 20 and every monotone nondecreasing 
/E C”[ - 1, I ] there are nondecreasing polynomials pn of degree not 
exceeding  such that 
II f- p, Om d Cn-ko(ffk’, l/n), (1) 
where C is an absolute constant independent off‘and n, and o is the usual 
modulus of continuity off’“‘. 
If a function fo C[ - 1, l] is piecewise monotone, i.e., changes 
monotonicity finitely many times in [ - 1, 11, we say that a polynomial p,
is comonotonc with j’ if p, is piecewise monotone and changes its 
l Part of this work was done while the author was at the University ofFlorence on an 
Italian CNR grant. 
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monotonicity exactly where f does. Estimates of the form (1) on com- 
onotone approximation are known only for k= 0 (Newman [ 1 l] and Iliev 
[‘7]) and for k= 1 (Beatson a d Leviatan [ 11). It should be stressed that 
the constant C here depends onthe number of changes ofmonotonicity off 
but not on the location of these changes. 
Recently DeVore and Yu [3] gave a constructive proof of some 
pointwise estimates of the Timan-Teljakovski typefor monotone 
polynomial approximation. Specifically they proved that for anondecreas- 
ing fE C[ - 1, 11 there are nondecreasing polynomials pn for which 
If(x) - P,(X)1 < C%(.f, Jl -x5/n), -16x<l. (2) 
Here again C is an absolute constant independent offand n. 
In the sequel, unless pecifically stated otherwise, C denotes anabsolute 
constant ot necessarily the same on each occurrence ev n if it appears 
more than once in the same equation rinequality. 
While stimate (2) is the proper one for obtaining verse theorems in
polynomial approximation and indeed is applied in[3] to characterize 
nondecreasing fu ctions i  Lip* u, 0 < tl <2, by mean of the order of 
monotone polynomial pproximation, there are increasing functions 
strictly in Lip a, 0 < c1< 1, whose order of non constrained approximation 
is better than the one guaranteed by (1) or (2). For instance, if 0<u < 1 
and f(x) = (1 + x)“’ - 1, -16~~0, andf(x)=l-(l-x)““, O<x<l, 
thenfis approximable at the rate of n -’ while (1) and (2) (except near the 
endpoints) yield n --‘j2. Ourestimates b low guarantee the rate n-l in this 
case. Thus the rate of monotone approximation to the above f(x) is IZ I. 
We shall apply some of the ideas in [3] and obtain estimates involving a 
suitable Pe tre functional, mely, for fE C[ - 1, 1 ] let 
K2(f, t)=inf{IIf- gll, +t2 ll(1 -x2) d’(x)llm), 
where the inlimum is taken over all functions g E C’ [ - 1, 1 ] such that g’ is 
locally absolutely continuous in [- 1, 1 ] and ( 1 - x2) g”(x) E L, [ - 1, 11. 
Our main result onmonotone approximation is 
THEOREM 1. There exists an absolute constant C such that for every 
f E C[ - 1, l] monotone nondecreasing and every n3 1 there is a nondecreas- 
ing polynomial ofdegree <n such that 
II f - pn II GC&U l/n). (4) 
Evidently Theorem 1yields global estimates on the degree of monotone 
approximation by polynomials, hence (4) is different from (2). 
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Nevertheless, the K-functional i trinsically involves 1 - x2, thus taking into 
account the distance to the ndpoints of the interval. 
Indeed Ditzian [4, 51 shows that his K-functional is equivalent to a
suitable modulus of smoothness, which again takes into account the dis- 
tance to the endpoints of the interval. Namely, let q(x) =,/g and 
define 
where 
4&f(x) = f(x -b(x)) - 2f(x) +f(x +hdx)), x*hq(x)e[-1, l] 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then Ditzian ([4, Theorem 3.11 or [S, Theorem A]) proved that 
Therefore we can rewrite Theorem 1in a somewhat more familiar fo m. 
THEOREM 1’. Let fe C[ - 1, l] be nondecreasing  [- 1, 11. Then for 
each n 2 1 there is a nondecreasing polynomial pnsuch that 
IV- pn II K d WU l/n). (4’) 
It should be noted that Ditzian [S, Theorem 3.11 proves a similar 
estimate for nonconstrained polynomial approximation. Furthermore, in a 
yet unpublished r sult Ditzian d Totik [6] obtain inverse theorems 
relating o; and the rate of polynomial approximation, thus enabling one to 
retrieve information on o’$‘(f,.) from the degree of polynomial 
approximation to f:
The author is indebted toZ. Ditzian for discussing with him those 
unpublished r sults. 
Similar tothe above one can define, for fE C[ - 1, 11, 
K,(f, t)= inf{ IIf- gll m + t IA/l -2 d(x)ll co 1, (5) 
where the infimum is taken over all gE C[ - 1, l] which are locally 
absolutely continuous in C-L 11 and Jmg’(x)~L,[-1, 11. 
Equivalently, for fE C[ - 1, l] let 
OYL t) =,:y, Il~h,(x,f(x)ll m . . 
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with q(x)=,/=, where 
It is not difficult to see that of(f, t) <CcY’(f, t). 
Again by [S, Theorem A] we have 
ClNf, t) 6K,(f, t)G Cz@“(f, t). 
Now it is readily seen that for fE C’ [ - 1, 11, 
x+X)E c-1,11 
otherwise. 
(6) 
4,fb) =dx) s,” &q(x)f’(x) da 
Hence o;(f, t) 6 td’(f’, 2t) < CtoP’(f’, t).
Thus an immediate consequence of Theorem 1is 
COROLLARY 2. Let f E C’[ - 1, l] be nondecreasing  [- 1, 11. Then 
for each n > 1 there is a nondecreasing polynomial pnsuch that 
II f- pn II 6 CnP’wq(f’, n-l). (7) 
In fact we will show a little more, namely, 
THEOREM 3. Let f E C’ [ - 1, 11 be nondecreasing  [- 1, 11. Then for 
each n 2 1, there is a nondecreasing polynomial p,such that (7) holds and 
IIf’-pZIIm GC~Yf’,n-‘). (8) 
This will enable us to extend the result topiecewise monotone functions. 
To this end we have 
THEOREM 4. Let f~ Ci[ - 1, 11, j= 0 or 1, have r 2 1 changes of 
monotonicity n [- 1, l] and let u be the point of change of monotonicity 
closest tothe endpoints. Then for each n > 1 there is a polynomial p,, 
comonotone with f such that 
llf-p,Il~C,(a)n~jw”(f”‘,n~‘) (9) 
and if j= 1 also 
IIf'-P~II~C,(a)o'P(f',n~l). (10) 
Here C,(u) is an absolute constant depending onr and a but is otherwise 
independent offand of n. In fact C,(a) < C,/cp(u)‘. 
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Last, an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is an estimate on the 
approximation off EC[ - 1, 1 ] which changes its ign finitely many times 
in [ - 1, 11 by means of polynomials pn which are copositive with f on 
[ - 1, 11, i.e., f(x) p,(x) 3 0, - 1 d x < 1. (Compare with [8].) 
COROLLARY 5. Let fE C[ - 1, 1 ] hare rchanges insign in [ - 1, 1 ] and 
let CI be the point of change of sign closest to he ndpoints. Then for each 
n > 1, there is a polynomial copositive w thf such that 
II f - pn II GC,(a) 0% n-l). (11) 
2. MONOTONE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION 
Following [3] we approximate f bya piecewise linear function S, which 
interpolates f at certain points -l=~-n<~-n+l < . . . <[,, =l, to be 
described later. Thus in [tj, tj+ 1], S, has the slope 
j=n ,..., n-1 
and if cpj(x) = (x - tj) + we can write 
n-1 
s?l(x)=f(-l)+sp.(l+x)+ C (Sjmsj-l)(pj(X). 
j=-nfl 
Now it follows by Newton’s formula that 
f(X)-S,(X)=f[<ji’X, ~j+*](x-~j)(x-tj+l)~ tl,GxGtj+lP (12) 
where the square brackes denote the divided difference off at tj, x, tj+ 1. 
The choice ofthe tis is made in the following way. Let J,,(t) denote the 
Jackson kernel 
J,(t) = 42 ($$)*, J‘rxJ,(t)dt= 1, 
and define 
Tj(t)=~,‘~~‘J,,(u)du, j=O, l,..., 2n
I 
where tj =jn/2n, j =0, 1, . . 2n. Note that in particular T E 0and T2,, z 1. 
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Now for x= cos tlet ri(x) = T,, _ j( t) and define 
R,‘x)=[;l rj(u) du, j= -n, ...Y n  
Note again that in particular R+(x) = 1 + x and R,(x) =0. The points j
are defined bythe quations (see [33) 
l-cj=Rj(l) 
and since R,- R,, 1 is nonnegative andincreasing in [ - 1, 1 ] we get - 1 = 
5-,<5-,+r<...<r,=1. 
We shall see that Rj(x) is a sufficiently good approximation to cpi(x) = 
(x - tj)+ to guarantee estimates (4)and (8). 
Define the operator L, by 
n-1 
L,(f)=f(-l)+sp,Rp, + 1 (s~-J~~~) R, 
j=-n+l 
n-1 
=f(-1) + 1 sj(Rj -Rj+ 1) 
j= -n 
and it follows that L,(f) is nondecreasing in [ - 1, l] if is. Also it was 
shown by DeVore and Yu [3] that IIt, 11 (n 2 1) are uniformly bounded 
(llL,II is the operator norm of L,: Cc-l, l]- C-1, 11). 
In the course of our proof we need the following formation on the 
location of the c;i’s (see [3]). 
LEMMA A. Let Sj = (sin t, _j)/n + l/n*, j = -n, . . n. Then we have 
(i) ~,6~<~~-~--<~<~,6~,j=-n ,..., n-l, 
(ii) ~,6,<6~+,6~~6,,j=-n ,..., n-l. 
(iii) Forany<j<u<<j+,, -n+l<j<n-2, 
tj+, -<j<cJ1-u2. 
n 
Last, put 
dj(t)=max{l;ndist(t, {tj, -t,})}, 
then DeVore and Yu [3, (2.12)(ii)] showed that for x= cos t, 0 < t < n, we 
have 
b;(x)--R,(x)1 < C(Lj(W7, x # tjsi, j = -n, . . n - 1. (13) 
We prove the following lemma (compare with [3, (2.12)(i)]). 
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LEMMA 6. For j= -n + 1, . . n- 1, x=cos t, O< t<x, we have 
Proof: Start with 
(14) 
(15) 
sincecpi(fl)=R,(fl),j=-n+l,...,n-1. 
If t L t,- j, then using the left equality n (15) and (13) we get 
dC s n sin u(d,- j(~))-7 du. I 
Now sin u< sin t,- j+ 1~ -t,-,I and the proof ollows bythe inequality 
[3, (2.14)(ii)], for k=O, 1, 
I “lu-tjlk(dj(U))-‘dz4dCn-k-1(dj(t))-5, t,<t<z, I 
and the observation that sin tn _ j 2 sin t, 2 l/n. If t-C t,- j we use the right 
equality n (15) and proceed ina similar way. 
We are ready now to state and prove aspecial case of Theorem 1wheref 
is twice differentiable. 
THEOREM 7. Let f’ E C[ - 1, l] be locally absolutely continuous and 
assume I( 1 - x’) f”(x)1 < A4 a.e. in [ - 1, 11. Then for each n 2 1 we have 
II f - L(f III d CM/n’. (16) 
Proof. We will estimate (1f- S, II and IIS, - L,(f)ll. By (12), for 
tjixXtj+*, 
8 
Now 
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ftt) = f(tji, + Ct- t,) f’(tj) + Jtl Ct -u, + f”(4 d”, 
which implies for tj 6 x < 5, +, that 
Hence for 5, d X < tj+ 1
1 
If(x)-&(x)l Gr,+, -rj 
[I 
x (U-t,)(<j+l -x)If”(u)1 du e
+ J""+'(tj+ 1 - U)(x- rj) If”(u)1 dur 1 
1 $+I 
‘t,+, -5, i (‘--j)(t,+* -u) If”(u)1 du. F, 
If -n + 1 d j Q n - 2 it follows by Lemma A(iii) that 
C 
s 
<,+I 1 --I 
If(X)-h(x)l Gri+, -5, 5, n2 If”(u)l du
6 CM/n2. (17) 
For j = --n or j = n - 1 we have by virtue ofLemma A(iii) that 
(u-L)(5-PI+1 
l+u 
-u)<C(l+u)&,<C- 
l-U2 
6C---, 
n* n* 
-16u<5-“,, 
and again (17) holds. Thus 
and we have to estimate 
(18) 
n-l 
Sn(x)-Ln(f)(x)= C (sj--j~l)((p/(x)-Rj(x)). 
j=-nfl 
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By Lemma 1 and the readily seen estimate 
n-1 
1 (dn-j(t))pS=O(lh 
j=-n+l 
it s&ices to show that 
-n+l<j<n-1. (19) 
To this end note that, asabove, we have 
Isj~~j-~I~l~C~j-~~~j~~j+~ll CC;,+,-tj) 
d 
s tye, ;:‘;,I: I f”(U)1 du 
c+, 
+ 
s 
tj+, -u 
s lj+ 1 - (rj 1f’Y”)l d”. 
By virtue ofLemma A, if jQ n - 2 and tj < u 6 rj+, then 
sin t _ Jc7 
+<dj<c(tj+~-5,)<cp n 
Jcz 
cj+, -u6C-. 
n 
(20) 
(21) 
Ifj> -n+2 and lj-, <u<<j:j, then 
Ifj=n- 1 and &-, 6u< 1, then 
sin t1 sin(7c/2n) C -= <- 
n n n2 
[,-u=l-u<l-U2, 
and finally ifj= -n+ 1, -1 <uG~-,+~, then 
sm t,,- , sin(x/2n) C = <- n n n2 
u-e-.=1+u<l-24’. 
(23) 
(24) 
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Plugging (21) through (24) in (20) we have 
This proves (19) and implies 
II& -L(f)ll 6 CWn2, 
which together with (18) proves (16) and concludes our proof. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By (3) there eixsts a function g E C’ [ - 1, l] such 
that g’ is locally absolutely continuous and (1 -x2) g”(x) E L, [ - 1, 11, 
which satisfies 
IIf-& GK2(f, l/n) (25) 
ll(1 -x2) g”(x)IIm Gn2K2(f, l/n). (26) 
Then by (16) and (26) 
and since IlL,, 11is uniformly bounded we get by (25) that 
Ilf - Uf )II m d CKAf, l/n). 
It was remarked already that if is nondecreasing o isL,(f ), which is a 
polynomial of degree not exceeding 4 ,so our proof is complete. 
3. COMONOTONE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION 
We begin this section by proving Theorem 3, which provides 
simultaneously monotone approximation to f and approximation to f’. 
This control ver the rate of approximation to f’will enable us to obtain 
the estimates on the comonotone approximation following theideas of 
Beatson a d the author [11. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We only need to prove that for anondecreasing 
f EC’C--l,ll, 
II f’ - L(f )‘II ccG CWYf ‘3 l/n). 
To this end observe that we are done once we prove the following 
PROPOSITION 8. For f E C[ - 1, 11, let 
1 
s 
t,+ 1 
‘j=;,+, -t, b f(“)duf -n<j<n-1 
and define 
n-1 
LL(f )(X)=S-, + C (so -sj- 1) R,‘(x). 
j=-n+l 
Then 
Ilf -Uf)ll, GCK,(f, l/n). (27) 
Proof: Put $(x)=s,~ for tj <XC tj+ r, j= --n, . . n- 1. Then 
n-1 
S:(X)=S-_+ 1 (Sj-Sj-i)qj(X), X#(j,j=-n ,...) n-1. 
,= -n+ I 
Assume first hat f is locally absolutely continuous and that 
l&7 f’(x)l < A4 a.e. in [ - 1, 11. We will show that 
II f - S:, II m 6 CM/n (28) 
and 
IIX -Uf III co6 CM/n. (29) 
Since this is done in much the same way as in proving (16) we will omit he 
details. Just observe that for Cj <x < tj+, 
1 
f(x)-X(x)=f(x)-f(5,)-5i,, -tj s “‘I [If(u)-f(5j)l du c 
= c:f’(u)d~-c s Clj+, -U)f’(U)du 
1 
[j 
x 
=tj+1 -tj 
(u- tj) f’(u) du 
Cl 
-sC“‘(lj+l -U)f’(U)du 9
x 1 
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so that 
x 1 f’(u)1 du< CM/n 
and (28) follows. Andfor x# t,j, = -n, . . n - 1, 
n-1 
K(x) - Uf)(x)l G 1 Is, -sj- 1 I lV~!C~)-~j(~)l. 
j= --n+l 
Now by virtue of(13) and the asy estimate 
C (d,-j(t))p7=0(1), 
j=--n+l 
it suffices to show that 
But 
Hence 
(30) 
(31) 
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This proves (31) and completes heproof of (29). Thus 
Ilf-UfNl, 6CM/n. (32) 
We will prove now that 1115; 1 is uniformly bounded. Let f E C[ - 1, 11. 
Then 
ILl( < ISn(x)l + IL;f(x)-Sxx)l, xzt,j= --n, . .n- 1. 
Now Is, I d II fII co 3so it follows by(13) and (30) that 
n-1 
IUf)(x)l6 Ilf Ilm +2 llf Ilm c Irp’(x)-qx)l 
j=-n+l 
n-1 
6 II fII cc +c II fII 00 i= ;+ 1 M-,(t))--’ 
GCllf 1100. 
Continuity of L;(f) now assures 
IIUf III coG c II fII 10. 
To complete he proof let gE C[ - 1, 1 ] be such that ,,m g’(x) E 
15,[-1, l] and 
II f- gll cc GK,(f, l/n) (33) 
lIJ= g’(x)ll GnK,(f, l/n). (34) 
Then 
II f- Uf III 00G II f- gll m + l/g - J%k)ll m + IIUf - g)ll cc
6(1 + II-U) Ilf -&!ll, + II&T-Ug)ll, 
d CKl(f, l/n) 
by (32) through (34) and the uniform boundedness of IlLi II. 
Proof of Theorem 4. First observe that when estimating f(x)-fly) by 
means of w”(f ItI) we are looking for t so that U- (t/2) cp(u)=x and 
u + (t/2) q(u) =y. Thus u = (x + y)/2 and 
tcp(u)=y-x 
or 
ItI &A. 
du) 
14 
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cp(u)=v/l-;i= l- /-ET 
=t,/cl-X)+(1-.Y)J(l+X)+(l+y) 
at max{cp(x), cpb)f. 
We will prove the case j= 1, the case j= 0 being similar. Forsmall n, say 
n <N(r) (Y the number of changes ofmonotonicity), the stimate is trivial. 
For let c( be the point of change closest to he endpoints of the interval, 
then f’(a) = 0 and so the constant polynomial pn Ef(a) approximates f as 
required because 
I f(x) -f(a)1 = Ix --al If’(t)1 
= Ix-4 If’(()-.f’(a)l 
(by virtue of(6)) 
n 
6C-OJ 
da) 
‘p ftT; 
( > 
<CN(r)Zn-Q#‘P 
’ v(a) ( > 
j-’ A 
‘n
<C,(a)n-‘~~ f',: .
( ) 
If'(x)-01 = If’(x)-f’(u)1 
<C,(cr)o'P(f', l/n). 
So we have to prove the theorem for n> N(r) and we do it by induction on 
.r (the number of monotonicity changes). Forr = 0 this is Theorem 3, so let 
us assume (9) and (10) for functions with r - 120 changes of 
monotonicity andn > N(r - 1) and prove we have them for f having r
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changes ofmonotonicity. Given such an f with c1 the point of change closest 
to the ndpoints, we may assume f(c() = 0(otherwise subtract  constant). 
Define the “flipped” function 
m=f(x)? X301 
= -f(x), x < a. (35) 
Then p E C’ [ - 1, 1) and has only r- 1 changes of monotonicity. We will 
show that 
W"(j',t)dCoqf',f) (36) 
and by the induction hypothesis there is a polynomial p,,comonotone with 
f and satisfying (9) and (10). We therefore p oceed asin the paper by Beat- 
son and the author [1, proof of the lemma], where the only difference is 
that c1 plays the role of zero there and for Ix- al <k/n we have the 
inequalities 
I Pw = I f’(x) - fw 
and 
I f(x)l = I P(x) -P(col 
= Ix -4 I f’b3 
Thus as in [ 1 ] we construct a polynomial P,,which is comonotone with f
and satisfies (9) and (10). We complete he proof by showing the validity of 
(36). Infact, byvirtue of(6) it sufices to prove that for fE C[ - 1, 1] with 
f(a) = 0 and f given by (35) we have 
To this end let gE C[ - 1, 1] be locally absolutely continuous and such 
that 
II f - gll rn +f IId= g’(x)ll cc G2K,(f, t)* 
640/53/l -2
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Then we may assume without loss of generality thatg(a) =0. (For )g(a)1 6 
2K,(f, t), thus taking g,= g- g(cc) will do with the right-hand si e being 
CK,(f, I).) 
Now 2 E C[ - 1, 1 ] and is locally absolutely continuous. Also 
llf-slim =llf-gll, 
and 
Hence 
I/J= b’(x)llm = II&mxL 
This concludes ourproof. 
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